
CHAPTER VII. 

CONSTRAINT AND VELOCITY RATIO IN HIGHER PAIRING 

INVOLVING PLANE MOTION. 

60. Constraint of Bodies having Plane Motion.-It has 
already been stated that a body free to move in a plane 
possesses three degrees of freedom and has three degrees of 
constraint. Further constraint may be applied by causing 
such a body to touch certain points on the surface of a sec
·ond rigid fixed body, these points being known as points 
-of restraint. A point of restraint of a figure or body may 
be defined as a point on its outline, so touched by a point 
on the outline of a second fixed figure or body, that no rela
tive sliding motion is possible along or parallel to the com
mon normal to the two figures at the point of contact. 
When thus restrained the body or figure is considered as 
being kept in contact ,vith the point or points of restraint. 

\Ve may take an example to illustrate the meaning of 
this definition, and to show the actual nature of points of 
restraint. Suppose (in Fig. I 16a) that it is required to ar
range a support or base, a, for a tripod, b, so that an instru
ment fixed on b can be removed from its support and re
placed exactly in its previous position. This may be effected 
by providing b with three rounded points or legs, CDE. A 
hole, F, is made in the base, a, and is of pyramidal or conical 
form, so that if the rounded end of C is placed in F, there 
will be contact at three points of restraint: in this way, so 
long as the contact is maintained, the only possible relative 
motion of c and a will be one of rotation about some axis 
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passing through the centre of the spherical surface of the 
end of C. The next step is to provide on a a slot or groove, 
G, of triangular cross-section as shown; when D is placed in 
this groove there will be tvvo more points of restraint, and 
the only possible relative motion remaining will be a rota
tion about the axis CD. :Finally the position of b is fixed 
relatively to a if the third point Eis made to rest in contact 
with a flat surface, H, forn1ed on or connected with a, thus 
furnishing the sixth point of restraint required (see § 7 ). 

FIG. I 16a. 

The whole device is known as the '' hole, slot, and plane.'' 
The application of similar principles is illustrated in the 

design of Ewing's extensometer,* an instrument for meas
uring the deformation of test-pieces under stress. In this 
apparatus the bar or test-piece vvhose extension or com
pression is to be measured (a in Fig. 116b) carries a clip, b, 

attached by the points of two set-screws in such a way that 
b can move relatively to a about the axis of the set-screws 
at B. The clip b carries a projectlon, b', ending in a rounded 

* Ewing, Strength of Materials, p. 75. 
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point F. This point engages with a pyramidal or conical 
hole formed on a second clip, c, which is also secured to a by 
means of two set-screws at C. So long as F rests in its 
recess, band c can have no relative motion unless the length 
BC alters; in that case the angular motion of band c will be 
proportional to the extension or compression of a. Actually
the projection b' is not rigidly attached to b, but can turn 
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through a small angle about the axis ED. This provision 
is made in order that any minute twist of the test-piece a 
about its axis BC may not affect the angular motion of b 

and c to any appreciable extent. This angular movement 
is indicated by the scale E attached to c; the distances CF, 
CG are equal, so that the movement of the scale, as read by 
the microscope at I\{, win be tv.1ice the actual deformation 
of the test-piece as taken on the length BC. 
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Similar methods are followed in designing the so-called 
kinematic clamps and kinematic slides.* 

l'\ kinematic clamp is a contrivance intended to fix com
pletely the position of one body with reference to another; 
a kinematic slide permits one body to hav� on·.' degree of 
freedom with reference to another. 

On consideration it is p1ain that in a kinematic clamp 
or slide the points of restraint must be suitably placed 
with regard to the shape of the body to be restrained. 

It is thus proper to inquire what must be the disposition 
of the points of restraint required, either to define the posi
tion of one body relatively to another, or to permit the 
movable body to retain one degree of freedom, and thus to 
constrain its motion comp1etely. We shall suppose that 
the movable body at first possesses three degrees of free
dom, and is capable of plane motion. 

Let a (Fig. 11 7) be such a body, and let a fourth point 
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FIG. �,, FJG. 118. 

of restraint, A, be pro,·ided, in addition to the three points 
necessary for insuring plane motion. The arrow-head 
then represents the fo'..lrth point of contact of the restraining 
or fixed body. 

Draw AA' normai. to the tangent of the outline of a at A. 

Any possible motion of a may be regarded as an instan-
·- ·· -----····-- ---·-- - - - - -

*For an example of a kinematic slide, see Min. Proc. In�t. C. E., Vol. 

CXXXll, p 49. 
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taneous rotation about a virtual axis perpendicular to the 

plane of motion. \Ve need therefore only consider ho\v the 

single point of restraint, A, affects the possibility of turning 

the body a about such an axis. It must be remembered 

that by the definition of a point of restraint, a is to be kept 

in contact \vith the restraining body. This is impossible if 
the virtual centre is not somewhere along AA', for if the 

virtual centre were, say, at B, a point about \vhich only 

right-handed rotation is possible, it is plain that such rota

tion could only occur if the point A ceased to touch the 

restraining body. Hence "'·e see that any possible instan

taneous motion of a must be about a virtual centre situated 

in .4A', and any motion of translation must be along a line 

at right angles t9 AA'. 

Next consider the effect of keeping the body a in contact 

\vith a restraining body at two points, A and B. Let the 

normals A,4', BB' intersect at P. The body is then only 
capable of an instantaneous rotation about P. If the nor

mals are parallel, then only an instantaneous motion of 

translation, i.e., rotation about an infinitely distant axis, 
1..vill be possible. 

On adding another point of restraint, C (Fig. 119), it wiil 

be found that if we suppose that the body a remains in con

tact with the three ne\v points of restraint, A, B, C, no 

movement is possible, except when the three normals inter
sect in one point or are parallel. In these cases instanta

neous turning about the point of intersection, and instanta

neous translation about an infinitely distant axis, are re

spectively possible, so that a at the instant considered v:ill 

thus possess one degree of freedom and will have constrained 

moti.)n. 

In Fig. 119 a little consideration shows that no move

ment at all is possible except about an axis situated within 
the triangle PQR, so long as the restraining body is rigid. 
The whole field of motion, with the exception of PQR, then 
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becomes what Reuleaux calls a "field of restraint." But 
if movement did occur about an axis placed within the 
triangle PQR (in the figure such rotation could only be 
right-handed), the body a would at once cease to touch the 
restraining points with which we suppose it to be kept in 
contact. A similar result will be found with other arrange
ments of the points of restraint, and therefore in general 
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FIG. 119. FIG. 120. 

the position of a will be fixed if it is made to touch the re
straining body at the three additional points A, B, C, a 
result already stated in § 7. 

Fig. 120 shows the case in ¥:hich the three normals meet 
in a point, P. If the shape of the body a is such that no point 
of restraint can be so applied as to have a normal that does 
not pass through P, then the body cannot be fixed by the 
application of three or any number of points of restraint, 
and its shape must be altered for that purpose. For exam
ple, a circular disc ha\~ing plane motion could not be so fixed. 

It is thus evident (a) that if one of two rigid bodies 
capable of relative plane motion remains in continuous con
tact ,vith two points of restraint formed on the second body, 
the relative motion is constrained, and the virtual centre of 
the two bodies is always at the intersection of the two com
mon normals. 
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Also (b) if three points of restraint are employed, and 
contact at all three is continuous, constrained relative 
motion is only possible if the three common normals inter
sect in a point, or are parallel. 

The reader will find that the constraint of the motion 
of a body by means of such points of restraint as have been 
defined above is an easier matter than the limitation of the 
movement of a body by points of contact with a second 
fixed body, if no force is supposed to keep the two bodies 
in contact. In this case the bodies would possess greater 
freedom of motion than under the restrictions we haYe 
supposed. The theory of constraint has been treated by 
Reuleaux * and by Burmester,t to \vhose vvorks the student 
is referred for ·information on the subject. 

61. Closed Higher Pairs having Plane Motion.-Let us 
next suppose that the moving body a and the second or fixed 
body b, while kept in continuous contact, have such forms 
that one is the geometrical envelope of the other, and that 
in every position the normals at the several points of con
tact are either parallel or meet in a point. It is obvious that 
in this case at any instant a can move in one \Vay, and in 
one ,vay only, with reference to b; in other words, a and b 
will form a closed pair. We proceed to consider some exam
ples of such pairing, which in general will be higher pairing, 
in accordance with the definit1ons in § 2. 

In Fig. 121a, let ABCD be a figure (called by Reuleaux 
a Duangle), drawn by describing the arcs ABC, CDA, with 
a radius equal to BD, and with D and B as centres re
spectively. Suppose that th1s figure, representing a body, a, 
having plane motion. is made to touch two lines, PQ, QR, 
inclined at an angle of 60° , the points E and F on these 
lines forming points of restraint for the duangle, and the 
lines PQ, QR representing the profile of the restraining 
body b. The normals at E and F to QR and QP \Vill inter-

* Reuleaux, Kinematics. Chapter III. t Burmester, Kinematik, Chapter V. 
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°sect at 0, where they make an angle FOE = 1 2 0  , and they 
must pass respectively through the points B and D, since 
these points are the centres of the arcs ADC, A BC. 

As the duangle moves in contact with PQ and QR, the 
p/, 
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H·. CENTRODE OF b 
: //(Ct FIXED ) 

FIG. 1216. 

path of B must be a straight line, GBH, parallel to QR and 
at a distance, BE, from it. The path of D similarly must 
be a line, GD_!(, parallel to QP. Hence the motion of the 
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duangle relatively to PQ, QR will be the same as that of a 
straight line of constant length, ED, whose ends lie contin
ually upon tv.ro lines, KG, HG, enclosing an angle of 60° ;
further, the virtual centre of the two bodies will be the 
point 0, the intersection of the two common normals: 

Since the angles OBG, ODG are right angles, a circle may
be drawn on GO as diameter, passing through the points 
GB, OD. The point A also lies on this circle, since the angle 
BAD is 60° . Join AG. Then so long as the curves ABC, 

.4.DC touch the lines QP, QR respectively, the angle AGD = 
angle ABD = constant. Thus A lies continually on a line, 
RP, drawn through G and inclined at 60° to RQ. PQR is 
then an equilateral triangle, inside of which the duangle
moves. The relative motion of the triangle and the duangle 
will be constrained if AO is the normal to PR at A ;  i.e., if 
the three normals at the points of contact meet at 0. This 
is seen to be the case, for the angles AOD, ABD, ADE, 

AOB are all equal. Hence AO bisects the angle BOD and 
is perpendicular to PR. 

The path described by O with reference to the triangle 
PQR is the centrode of the duangle. It evidently consists 
of a curve joining K and H. Now in any position the circle 
drawn on GO as diameter and passing through B and D has 
a chord, BD, of constant length; and the angle BGD is con
stant. Hence GO, the diameter of this circle, is the same 
(length = GH) for all positions of 0. Thus O lies on a cir
cular arc joining K and H and having G as centre, and the 
complete locus of O with regard to the triangle is an equi
lateral curve-triangle GKH (Fig r 21b). Since the angle BOD 

is constant, the locus of O with regard to the duangle is seen 
to be a duangle BODO', the radius of whose sides is ½GO. 

The whole relative motion of the duangle A BCD and 
the triangle PQR is thus represented by the ro11ing of the 
duangle BODO' inside the curve-triangle GHOK. The 
centrode of ABCD with regard to the triangle POR is GHOK; 
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that of the triangle with reference to ABCD being BODO'. 
Any point on the duangle ABCD will have a path made 
up of trochoidal curves described on the plane of the 
triangle PQR, and vice versa. 

Relative motion of the duangle and the equilateral tri
angle may evidently be represented by the rolling together 
of a pair of circular arcs, one having a radius twice that of 
the other. Points on either figure will therefore describe 
trochoidal curves on the other. 

The example just given will indicate the method of 
studying the relative motions of the elements of higher
pairs having plane motion. A large number of closed 
higher pairs may be devised by utilizing figures of constant 
breadth. The equilateral curve-triangle previously men
tioned is such a figure, and its motion relatively to a circum
scribed square may be fallowed as an exercise. 

r\ number of other forms are given by Reuleaux in the 
chapter already quoted. The student should note in all 
these cases that the form of the path described on b by a 
point on a is not the same as that described on a by the 
corresponding point on b, a condition previously mentioned 
as being characteristic of higher pairing. 

62. Form of Elements for a Given Motion.-Having illus
trated the method of determining the centrodes and the 
relative motion in the case of higher pairs of mutually re
straining elements of given profile, we have next to sho\v 
how to solve the converse of this problem, namely, how to 
find the forms of a pair of elements whose relative motion is 
previously decided. The relative motion in question must,
of course, be defined by the forms of a pair of given cen
trodes, the mutual rolling of which, as already stated, rep
resents the relative motion required. It most frequently 
happens in practice that we have also given the form or 
profile of one element of the pair, and the form of the second 
has to be found. 
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Let AA and BB (Fig. 1 2 2 )  be a pair of centrodes, of 
which A belongs to, or is traced upon, a body whose profile
is aa'. It is required to find the profile of a second body to 

FIG. 122. 

,vhich the centrode BB belongs ; the profile to be such that 
while the two bodies remain in continuous contact the cen
trodes will roll on one another and the bodies will thus have 
the desired relative motion. 

Take any point, a, in the profile aa' and draw aC normal 
to aa' at a, and cutting the centrode A at C. In this case 
for convenience aa' is shown in the figure as a straight line, 
but it may, of course, be of any form. 

At the instant when the profile bb' (to be found) touches 
the given profile at the point a, aC must be the common nor
mal, and the virtual centre of the two bodies must lie on this 
normal, for otherwise contact would not be continuous. 
The point C, where the normal at a cuts the centrode A, 

must at that instant be the virtual centre of bb' with regard
to aa', since the curve AC is the locus of the virtual centre 
of b. AC may be regarded as being attached to aa', since 
it is a curve traced on the body represented in outline by aa'. 

We proceed to find a point, b, on the profile of the second or 
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moving body, such that when a and b are in contact C is 
the virtual centre of the two bodies and aC the common 
normal. 

Suppose that the centrodes A.-4 and BB are in contact 
g,t some point D, and measure along the centrode BB a 
length DC equal to the length of DC measured along .-l .-l. 

1 

Draw B1CD1, representing the centrode B in the position it 
occupies when a is the point of contact of the two bodies and 
C is their virtual centre, and make CD

1 
= CD. Join aD

1
• 

Then since the outline of bb' may be regarded as attached 
to the centrode B, any point on that outline having the same 
position in relation to C and D that the point a has in rela1 

tion to C and D will be the point that touches a when the 1 

centrodes touch at C. Accordingly we need only make bD = 
aD1 and bC = aC in order to determine the position 0f h.1 

The point b is then a point on the required profile \.vhich 
'\\·ill touch the point a when C is the virtual centre of the 
two bodies. In the same way ,ve can determine any other 
point on the profile required, and it only remains to pro
vide the resulting body with the restraint required to pre
,rent any other motion than that desired. This would in 
general be done by so forming the body bb' that it possesses 
at any instant three points of contact with aa', the normals 
to _these points always intersecting at the virtual centre. 
It would, in fact, be necessary to repeat the constrnction of 
Fig. 1 2 2 ,  assuming two other portions of the outline of aa', 

and finding two new portions of the outline of bb', the cen
tro1es,. of course, remaining the same as before. It may 
be noted that while the relative motion of the centrodes 
is one of simple rolling, that of the t\vo outlines is in general 
rolling and sliding combined. 

63. Condition for Uniform Velocity Ratio.-We have seen 
in § 60 that when two bodies are in continuous contact and 
are capable of constrained relative motion, the norma]s at 
the points of contact must intersect at the virtual centre. 

Consider now the case of three bodies (Fig. 1 2 3) of which 
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a and b tum around permanent centres O ac' obc' with refer
ence to the fixed body c, the bodies a and b being connected 
by higher pairing at a point of contact, P. The three bodies 

\ 

C 

• 

I 

FIG 123. 

thus form a kinematic chain of three links, and we know 
that their virtual centres must lie in a straight line. Hence 
0ab lies on the line joining Oac and obc' But the normal at 
P must pass through O ab if contact is to be continuous. 
The position of Oab is thus fixed, and if a and b are to have 
one degree of freedom, the normal at any other point of 
contact, Q, must likewise pass through Oab· 

Next suppose that at the instant considered a has aocer
tain angular ·velocity, wa,• with reference to c, in consequence 
of ,vhich any point on a ,vill have an instantaneous linear 
velocity measured by the product wa, X radius. The point 
0ab is a point common to a and b, and its linear velocity 
\Vill be wac XOacoab• the direction being of course perpendic
ular to the radius, i.e . ,  perpendicular to the line Oacoab• 
Knowing the linear velocity of O a b  we can find the angular 
velocity of b, which must of course be 

wbc = -
radius QabQbc 

• 
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Hence 
angular velocity of a 
angular velocity of b = wb, = O O 

wac Oabobe 

ab -ac· 
In other words, the virtual centre O ab divides the distance 
0ac�c inversely in the proportion of the angular velocities 
of b and a with regard to c. From this important result it 
follows that if the angular velocity ratio for the bodies a and 
b is to be constant, 0ab must be a fixed point, in which case 
its path on each of the bodies a and b must be a circle. 
Uniform angular velocity ratio will then involve the rolling 
together of circular centrodes. 

If we desire to find the angular velocity of a with regard
to b (that of b with regard to c being known) we have only 
to suppose b fixed, and it follows that 

w
ab OacObc- = :::==:::====:"-

wcb Q acQ ab 
0 

64. Wheel-gearing.-It may be noticed that if we form 
a and b in the shape of their centrodes we get a means of 
connecting two shafts (fixed to these bodies) with uniform 
angular velocity ratio, and the angular velocities, as we have 
just seen, will be in the ratio of the radii of the circular cen
trodes r and i b' supposing that these centrodes roll togetherO

without slipping. 
Thus in Fig. 1 2 4  we should have 

Wac QR rb= 
wbc =PR ra 

FIG. 124. 

Such kinematic chains, used for the purpose of trans-
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mitting motion from one shaft to another with any desired 
uniform or variable velocity ratio, are known as wheel
trains or gear-trains; the shafts, as we shall see in a later 
chapter, need not be parallel, but may intersect or even may
not meet at all, the gearing being arranged to suit these con
ditions. 

It is sometimes possible to use the actual forms of the 
centrodes (or, more strictly speaking, axodes) as the shapes 
of the gear-wheels. For example, the centrodes of the short 
links of an anti-parallel crank-chain might be replaced by 
elliptical gear-wheels, as we have already seen in § 57 ,  and 
if these wheels rolled together without slipping, the shafts 
attached to them would at every instant have the same 
velocity ratio as the short links of the original chain. In 
the same way we can design many other forms of gear-wheels
which when rolled together without slipping will transmit 
motion from one turning pair to another with some desired 
uniform or variable velocity ratio. Such wheels in the form 
of smooth axodes are not very useful in practice on account 
of their liability to slipe; it is therefore usually necessary
to provide the surface of each with teeth. These teeth 
have higher pairing, and their relative motion is in general 
combined rolling and sliding. The form of their profiles can 
therefore be determined by the method already explained 
in § 62, the two centrodes and the form of one profile being 
given. We shall return later to the question of the forms of 
wheel-teeth. 

Wheels having such forms that their outlines are their 
own centrodes (or, more correctly, their surfaces are their 
own axodes) , take a great variety of forms. It will be suffi
cient to notice here only cases in which the axes of rotation 
are parallel, and the planes of motion of the wheels therefore 
coincide. The elliptical wheels already mentioned afford 
one example, but other forms, usually termed lobed wheels, 
are occasionally met with. In every instance the point of 
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contact of the centrodes, i.e., the virtual centre of one wheel 
with regard to the other, must lie somewhere on the line of 

wheel centres. In a pair of lobed wheels, the difference 

between the greatest and least radii of the centrodes is called 
the inequality; in elliptical wheels the inequality is equal 
to the focal distance of either ellipse. Properly shaped 

lobed wheels working together have the same inequality. 
Thus in Fig. 1 2s the difference of PA and PB, the greatest 

a 

I 
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I 

FIG. I2S. 

and least radii of the three-lobed wheel a, must be the same 
as QD - QC, the inequality of the two-lobed wheel b with 
which a gears. Further, the outlines of the wheels must be 
such that in every position of contact the point R lies some� 
where on the line PQ, for if this were not so R could not 
be the virtual centre of a with regard to b. 

In practice lobed vvheels find only a very limited appli
cation, and the reader is referred to other works for infor
mation as to the shape to be adopted in any particular case.* 

- -· ·-
* See Rankine's Machinery and Millwork, p. 97 ; MacCord, Kinematics of 

Mechanical Movements, � 98. 
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65. Spur-wheels. - \Vheel-gearing is most frequently 
employed to connect t,vo shafts whose axes are parallel and 
\Yhose angular velocities are in a constant ratio. It is some
times sufficient to use friction gearing (in the form of smooth 
or grooved circular rollers), but gearing of the kind now 
to be discussed is in general provided with teeth lying 
parallel to the axes of the ,vheels, and is known as spur

gearing. The circular centrodes are called the pitch circles 
of the wheels, for it is around their circumferences that the 
teeth are set off. 

Let a and b (Fig. 126) be portions of two spur-wheels 
gearing together ,vith uniform velocity ratio. c is the fixed 

FIG. I 26. 

link of the chain, and P and Q are Oac and Obc respectively. 
The point R( = 0ab) is the point of contact of the centrodes 
or pitch-circles and is called the pitch-point. 

Let S be the point at which the profile of the tooth formed 
on a is in contact with the profile of the tooth formed on b. 

Let SR be the common normal to the tooth profiles at S, the 
point of contact. At the instant considered, V, the velocity 
of S resolved along SR, must be the same whether we con-
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sider 5 as a point on a or as a point on b. The actual 
motion of 5 (as a point on a) is that due to a velocity 1/ 0
in a direction at right angles to PS. Similarly the actual 
velocity of 5 (as a point in b) must be Vb, at right angles 
to QS. It is plain that if contact is to be maintained at 5 
during the instant considered, V and Vb must have the 

O 

same component V along the common normal to the two 
surfaces at 5. We may in fact regard V as the resultant

O

of two velocities, V along the normal and v perpendicular
to it ; similarly Vb is the resultant of V and v

O 

b. 
Evidently v1, -v

0 
measures the speed at which the sur

face of b is sliding relatively to that of a ;  one object in a 
well-designed gear should be to make this sliding motion 
as small as possible, so as to minimize wear. 

The angular velocity of a is measured by the ratio is• 

which from the figure is seen to be equal to �e, \.vhere 
1

PJi.1 is the length of the perpendicular dropped from P on 
RS. In the same way ; measures the angular velocity

N 

of b, and 
w"c V V Q]V QR 
w

/,
c = PJ1 + QN = P .. ,1 =PR' 

which is constant if R is a  fixed point in the line PQ. 
"\Ve thus see that for uniform velocity ratio the forms of 

teeth must be such that the common normal at the point 
of contact always passes through a fixed pitch-point, R, 
which divides the line of centres in the inverse ratio of the 
angular velocities, and is in fact O ab· This important result 
has already been obtained in a more general manner in 
§ 63. 

Two kinds of curves at once suggest themselves as being 
suitable for wheel-teeth profiles, because their normals are 
easily found. These are involutes of circles and the vari-
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ous cycloidal curves produced by rolling one circle, attached 
to which is a describing point, inside or outside the circurn
ference of another base-circle. In the case of a rack, which 
may of course be looked upon as a wheel of infinitely large
diameter, the base-circle is replaced by a straight line. 

66. Involute Teeth.-Taking first the case of involute 
teeth, let AR and BR (Fig. 127 )  be the pitch-circles of a 
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and b, a pair of wheels to be geared together with un1torm 
velocity ratio. R is the pitch-point. Now let JJ,fS and TN 
be a pair of circles concentric with the pitch-circles, and let 

PM PR 
QR.

QN = 

Draw MN, the common tangent to lv!S and TN ; evidently
1\l!N passes through R. Next suppose that l'v!N represents a 
flexible string wrapped round the circles MS and TN and 
kept stretched between them. The desired velocity ratio 

(represented by the fraction j�) will correspond to the 

\
\
\
\ 
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rolling of BR on AR, and also to the relative movement f 
J/S and TN, if connected by the string MN. Consider 
any point such as L, supposed to be fixed on the string. 
As the string unwraps from a, L will describe the curve SL 
on the wheel a, and SL will be an involute of the base-circle 
lv!S. Similarly, while the string is wrapping on to T1V 

the point L will describe on the wheel b the involute LT of 
the base-circle T1V. It is plain that the curves LT and LS 
must always touch at some point, L, on the line 11,,fN, which 
line is thus seen to be the path of the point of contact. Again, 
it is a property of the involute of a circle that the tangent, 
L!.V, drawn to the base-circle from any point L on the curve, 
is a normal to the curve at that point. The line 1'1. 1V is thus 
in every position of the wheels the common normal at the 
point of contact of the curves SL and LT, and it passes 
through the fixed pitch-point R. The condition for uniform 
velocity ratio is thus fulfilled, and if the teeth on a and b 

have their profiles formed on the curves SL, LT, they will 
work correctly together. The same curves would work 
together if the distance PQ were increased or diminished, 
for the common tangent MN would still divide PQ in the 
same ratio, and would still be the common normal at the 
point of contact. 

In order to complete the outlines of the wheels the num
bers of teeth must be decided. Evidently the. length of 
tooth measured radially cannot be greater than UV, and 
must in practice be somewhat less. Further, in order that 

· the ,vheels may work properly, a second pair of profiles 
must be commencing contact when the first pair cease to 
touch ; in actual gearing at least two pairs of teeth are 
al,vays in contact. This means that supposing the tooth 
profiles SL, LT are just ceasing to touch near N, a second 
pair must be touching at R, and a third pair preparing to 
begin contact at or near }YI ; in other words, R111 must be 
not less than the distance from the point where the pitch
circle cuts the face of one tooth to the point where it cuts the 
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face of the next. This distance, measured along the pitch
circle, is called the pitch, and the number of teeth on the 
wheel must be equal to the fraction (circumference of pitch
circle + pitch) . The pitch must plainly be the same for 
every wheel of a set gearing together, and we thus see that 
the numbers of teeth of wheels gearing together are propor
tional to the circumferences, or to the diameters, of their 
pitch-circles, c1,nd hence are inversely as their angular Yeloc
ities. 

The chief practical objection to the use of involute teeth 
is that the pressure between them acts obliquely along the 
line 'Jl.1lV, instead of acting along a line perpendicular to (_; , · . 
It is not possible to make involute wheels of only a few 
teeth without in�reasing this obliquity to an undesirable 
extent. 

67. Cycloidal Teeth.-Cycloidal curves have the geomet
rical property that the normal to the curve at any point 
passes through the point of contact of the describing circle 
with the circle or straight line on which it is rolling. In 
Fig. 1 2 8  let AR and BR represent the pitch-circles of a pair 
of wheels which are to have cycloidal teeth, P and Q being 
the centres of the wheels. As the pitch-circles roll together 
during the motion of the wheels, imagine that a third circle, 
G,R, pivoted at 1v!, can roll in contact with the other t,vo, 
and let L be a describing point on the circumference of CR, 
the three circles always touching at R. Suppose the three 
circles to move as shown by the arrows, and let S and T be 
the points on the pitch-circles of a and brespectively, ,vhich 
are in contact when L is at R. As the circle C'R rolls on the 
outside of the circle BR, we may imagine that the describ
ing point L traces on the wheel b the curve TL, which is there
fore an epiL-yc1oid. - In the same way L traces on a the hypo
cycloid SL, and the curves SL and TL will, of course, al,vays 
be in contact at the point L. Since R is the point on the 
circle CR which is at rest relatively to the circles AR and BR 
(for the circles roll and do not slip), it follows that the direc-
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tion in which L is moving at any instant relatively to the 
line of centres PQ, must be at right angles to the straight 
line LR, or, in other words, LR is the normal to the curves 
TL and SL at the point L. These cycloidal curves there-
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fore fulfil the condition for uniform velocity ratio of the 
two wheels, and this fact does not depend on the size of the 
describing circle CR. 

The length and pitch of the teeth must be such that at 
least two pairs are always in contact, and the teeth are 
spaced out �long the pitch-line exactly in the way described 
for involute teeth. Notice that the path of the point of 
contact for cycloidal teeth is an arc of the describing circle 
(arc LR in Fig. 1 28). 

Cycloidal teeth in practice are almost invariably drawn 
by the use of two describing circles. Fig. 1 2 9  shows a pair 
of cycloidal teeth profiles just commencing contact at Li , 
and just ceasing to touch at L2• The curves L1T and L1511 
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are described by the circle C1R, while L T and IJ S are2 2 2 2 

dra\vn by a describing point on C�. Note that the whole 
path of the point of contact is L RL2• In the case of a 1

single pair of wheels the circles C R and C R need not be
1 2

of the same diameter, but if a set of wheels is to be made, 
any wheel of which is to gear with any other, the wheels 
must not only have teeth of the same pitch, but these teeth 
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FIG. 129 . . 

(if cycloidal) must all be drawn with describing circles of 
the same diameter. 

Involute and cycloidal curves are, of course, not the only 
ones that can be chosen for the purpose of giving unifom1 
velocity ratio. They are, ho,vever, easily drawn, and for 
this reason are generally used. 

We might have chosen arbitrarily a form for the teeth 
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of one wheel, and then, having given the centrodes (pitch
circles), we might have determined the proper form for the 
teeth of the second '"'·heel by the method of § 62.  In some 
cases this would give a form impossible for construc
tive reasons, although correct so far as relative velocity is 
concerned. For instruction as to the design and propor
tion of wheel-teeth the reader should consult Unwin's 
' '  �Iachine Design,e' '  Vol. I, chapter X, or other works on the 
same subject. 

.' 
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	The whole device is known as the '' hole, slot, and plane.'' 
	The application of similar principles is illustrated in the design of Ewing's extensometer,* an instrument for measuring the deformation of test-pieces under stress. In this apparatus the bar or test-piece vvhose extension or compression is to be measured (a in Fig. 116b) carries a clip, b, attached by the points of two set-screws in such a way that b can move relatively to a about the axis of the set-screws at B. The clip b carries a projectlon, b', ending in a rounded 
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	point F. This point engages with a pyramidal or conical hole formed on a second clip, c, which is also secured to a by means of two set-screws at C. So long as F rests in its recess, band c can have no relative motion unless the length BC alters; in that case the angular motion of band c will be proportional to the extension or compression of a. Actuallythe projection b' is not rigidly attached to b, but can turn 
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	through a small angle about the axis ED. This provision is made in order that any minute twist of the test-piece a about its axis BC may not affect the angular motion of b and c to any appreciable extent. This angular movement is indicated by the scale E attached to c; the distances CF, CG are equal, so that the movement of the scale, as read by ice the actual deformation of the test-piece as taken on the length BC. 
	the microscope at I\{, win be tv.
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	Similar methods are followed in designing the so-called kinematic clamps and kinematic slides.* 
	l'\ kinematic clamp is a contrivance intended to fix completely the position of one body with reference to another; a kinematic slide permits one body to hav� on·.' degree of freedom with reference to another. 
	On consideration it is p1ain that in a kinematic clamp or slide the points of restraint must be suitably placed with regard to the shape of the body to be restrained. 
	It is thus proper to inquire what must be the disposition of the points of restraint required, either to define the position of one body relatively to another, or to permit the movable body to retain one degree of freedom, and thus to constrain its motion comp1etely. We shall suppose that the movable body at first possesses three degrees of freedom, and is capable of plane motion. 
	Let a (Fig. 11 7) be such a body, and let a fourth point 
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	of restraint, A, be pro,·ided, in addition to the three points necessary for insuring plane motion. The arrow-head then represents the fo'..lrth point of contact of the restraining or fixed body. 
	Draw AA' normai. to the tangent of the outline of a at A. 
	Any possible motion of a may be regarded as an instan-
	·-·· -----····-----·------
	-

	*For an example of a kinematic slide, see Min. Proc. InŁt. C. E., Vol. 
	CXXXll, p 49. 
	CXXXll, p 49. 
	taneous rotation about a virtual axis perpendicular to the plane of motion. \Ve need therefore only consider ho\v the single point of restraint, A, affects the possibility of turning the body a about such an axis. It must be remembered that by the definition of a point of restraint, a is to be kept in contact \vith the restraining body. This is impossible if the virtual centre is not somewhere along AA', for if the virtual centre were, say, at B, a point about \vhich only right-handed rotation is possible, 
	Next consider the effect of keeping the body a in contact \vith a restraining body at two points, A and B. Let the normals A,4', BB' intersect at P. The body is then only capable of an instantaneous rotation about P. If the normals are parallel, then only an instantaneous motion of translation, i.e., rotation about an infinitely distant axis, 
	1
	..vill be possible. 
	On adding another point of restraint, C (Fig. 11), it wiil be found that if we suppose that the body a remains in contact with the three ne\v points of restraint, A, B, C, no movement is possible, except when the three normals intersect in one point or are parallel. In these cases instantaneous turning about the point of intersection, and instantaneous translation about an infinitely distant axis, are respectively possible, so that a at the instant considered v:ill thus possess one degree of freedom an
	9

	In Fig. 119 a little consideration shows that no movement at all is possible except about an axis situated within the triangle PQR, so long as the restraining body is rigid. The whole field of motion, with the exception of PQR, then 
	becomes what Reuleaux calls a "field of restraint." But if movement did occur about an axis placed within the triangle PQR (in the figure such rotation could only be right-handed), the body a would at once cease to touch the restraining points with which we suppose it to be kept in contact. A similar result will be found with other arrangements of the points of restraint, and therefore in general 
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	FIG. 119. FIG. 120. 
	the position of a will be fixed if it is made to touch the restraining body at the three additional points A, B, C, a result already stated in § 7. 
	120 shows the case in ¥:hich the three normals meet in a point, P. If the shape of the body a is such that no point of restraint can be so applied as to have a normal that does not pass through P, then the body cannot be fixed by the application of three or any number of points of restraint, and its shape must be altered for that purpose. For example, a circular disc ha\~ing plane motion could not be so fixed. 
	Fig. 

	It is thus evident (a) that if one of two rigid bodies capable of relative plane motion remains in continuous contact ,vith two points of restraint formed on the second body, the relative motion is constrained, and the virtual centre of the two bodies is always at the intersection of the two common normals. 
	Also (b) if three points of restraint are employed, and contact at all three is continuous, constrained relative motion is only possible if the three common normals intersect in a point, or are parallel. 
	The reader will find that the constraint of the motion of a body by means of such points of restraint as have been defined above is an easier matter than the limitation of the movement of a body by points of contact with a second fixed body, if no force is supposed to keep the two bodies in contact. In this case the bodies would possess greater freedom of motion than under the restrictions we haYe supposed. The theory of constraint has been treated by Reuleaux * and by Burmester,t to \vhose vvorks the stude
	61. Closed Higher Pairs having Plane Motion.-Let us next suppose that the moving body a and the second or fixed body b, while kept in continuous contact, have such forms that one is the geometrical envelope of the other, and that in every position the normals at the several points of contact are either parallel or meet in a point. It is obvious that in this case at any instant a can move in one \Vay, and in one ,vay only, with reference to b; in other words, a and b will form a closed pair. We proceed to c
	121a, let ABCD be a figure (called by Reuleaux a Duangle), drawn by describing the arcs ABC, CDA, with a radius equal to BD, and with D and B as centres respectively. Suppose that th1s figure, representing a body, a, having plane motion. is made to touch two lines, PQ, QR, inclined at an angle of 60, the points E and F on these lines forming points of restraint for the duangle, and the lines PQ, QR representing the profile of the restraining body b. The normals at E and F to QR and QP \Vill inter
	In Fig. 
	° 
	-

	* Reuleaux, Kinematics. Chapter III. t Burmester, . 
	Kinematik, Chapter V
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	°
	sect at 0, where they make an angle FOE = 120 , and they must pass respectively through the points B and D, since these points are the centres of the arcs ADC, ABC. 
	As the duangle moves in contact with PQ and QR, the 
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	Figure
	FIG, 12Ia. 
	H·. CENTRODE OF b : //(Ct FIXED ) 
	FIG. 1216. 
	path of B must be a straight line, GBH, parallel to QR and at a distance, BE, from it. The path of D similarly must be a line, GD_!(, parallel to QP. Hence the motion of the 
	duangle relatively to PQ, QR will be the same as that of a straight line of constant length, ED, whose ends lie continually upon tv.ro lines, KG, HG, enclosing an angle of 60;further, the virtual centre of the two bodies will be the point 0, the intersection of the two common normals: 
	° 

	Since the angles OBG, ODG are right angles, a circle maybe drawn on GO as diameter, passing through the points GB, OD. The point A also lies on this circle, since the angle BAD is 60. Join AG. Then so long as the curves ABC, .4.DC touch the lines QP, QR respectively, the angle AGD = angle ABD =constant. Thus A lies continually on a line, RP, drawn through G and inclined at 60to RQ. PQR is then an equilateral triangle, inside of which the duanglemoves. The relative motion of the triangle and the duangle will
	° 
	° 

	The path described by O with reference to the triangle PQR is the centrode of the duangle. It evidently consists of a curve joining K and H. Now in any position the circle drawn on GO as diameter and passing through Band D has a chord, BD, of constant length; and the angle BGD is constant. Hence GO, the diameter of this circle, is the same (length =GH) for all positions of 0. Thus O lies on a circular arc joining Kand Hand having Gas centre, and the complete locus of O with regard to the triangle is an eq
	The whole relative motion of the duangle ABCD and the triangle PQR is thus represented by the ro11ing of the duangle BODO' inside the curve-triangle GHOK. The centrode of ABCD with regard to the trianglePOR is GHOK; 
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	that of the triangle with reference to ABCD being BODO'. Any point on the duangle ABCD will have a path made up of trochoidal curves described on the plane of the triangle PQR, and vice versa. 
	Relative motion of the duangle and the equilateral triangle may evidently be represented by the rolling together of a pair of circular arcs, one having a radius twice that of the other. Points on either fire will therefore describe trochoidal curves on the other. 
	gu

	The example just given will indicate the method of studying the relative motions of the elements of higherpairs having plane motion. A large number of closed higher pairs may be devised by utilizing fires of constant breadth. The equilateral curve-triangle previously mentioned is such a fire, and its motion relatively to a circumscribed square may be fallowed as an exercise. 
	gu
	gu

	r\ number of other forms are given by Reuleaux in the chapter already quoted. The student should note in all these cases that the form of the path described on b by a point on a is not the same as that described on a by the corresponding point on b, a condition previously mentioned as being characteristic of higher pairing. 
	62. Form of Elements for a Given Motion.-Having illustrated the method of determining the centrodes and the relative motion in the case of higher pairs of mutually restraining elements of given profile, we have next to sho\v how to solve the converse of this problem, namely, how to find the forms of a pair of elements whose relative motion is previously decided. The relative motion in question must,of course, be defined by the forms of a pair of given centrodes, the mutual rolling of which, as already st
	has to be found. 
	Let AA and BB (Fig. 122) be a pair of centrodes, of which A belongs to, or is traced upon, a body whose profileaa'. It is required to find the profile of a second body to 
	is 

	Figure
	FIG. 122. 
	,vhich the centrode BB belongs; the profile to be such that while the two bodies remain in continuous contact the centrodes will roll on one another and the bodies will thus have the desired relative motion. 
	Take any point, a, in the profile aa' and draw aC normal to aa' at a, and cutting the centrode A at C. In this case for convenience aa' is shown in the fire as a straight line, but it may, of course, be of any form. 
	gu

	At the instant when the profile bb' (to be found) touches the given profile at the point a, aC must be the common normal, and the virtual centre of the two bodies must lie on this normal, for otherwise contact would not be continuous. The point C, where the normal at a cuts the centrode A, must at that instant be the virtual centre of bb' with regardto aa', since the curve AC is the locus of the virtual centre of b. AC may be regarded as being attached to aa', since it is a curve traced on the body represe
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	moving body, such that when a and b are in contact C is the virtual centre of the two bodies and aC the common normal. 
	Suppose that the centrodes A.-4 and BB are in contact g,t some point D, and measure along the centrode BB a length DCequal to the length of DC measured along .-l.-l. 
	1 
	Draw BCD, representing the centrode B in the position it 
	1
	1

	occupies when a is the point of contact of the two bodies and 
	C is their virtual centre, and make CD=CD. Join aD
	1 
	1

	• 
	Then since the outline of bb' may be regarded as attached to the centrode B, any point on that outline having the same position in relation to Cand D that the point a has in rela
	1 
	tion to C and Dwill be the point that touches a when the 
	1 
	centrodes touch at C. Accordingly we need only make bD 
	= 

	aDand bC=aC in order to determine the position 0f h.
	1 

	1 
	The point b is then a point on the required profile \.vhich '\\·ill touch the point a when C is the virtual centre of the two bodies. In the same way ,ve can determine any other point on the profile required, and it only remains to provide the resulting body with the restraint required to pre,rent any other motion than that desired. This would in general be done by so forming the body bb' that it possesses at any instant three points of contact with aa', the normals to _these points always intersecting at
	Fig. 

	63. Condition for Uniform Velocity Ratio.-We have seen in § 60 that when two bodies are in continuous contact and are capable of constrained relative motion, the norma]s at the points of contact must intersect at the virtual centre. 
	1 2 3) of which 
	1 2 3) of which 
	Consider now the case of three bodies (Fig. 

	a and b tum around permanent centres O ac' obc' with reference to the fixed body c, the bodies a and b being connected by higher pairing at a point of contact, PThe three bodies 
	. 


	\ 
	Figure
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	I 
	FIG 123. 
	FIG 123. 
	thus form a kinematic chain of three links, and we know that their virtual centres must lie in a straight line. Hence 0alies on the line joining Oac and obc' But the normal at P must pass through O ab if contact is to be continuous. The position of Oab is thus fixed, and if a and b are to have one degree of freedom, the normal at any other point of contact, Q, must likewise pass through Oab
	b 
	· 

	Next suppose that at the instant considered a has aocertain angular ·velocity, wa,• with reference to c, in consequence of ,vhich any point on a ,vill have an instantaneous linear velocity measured by the product wa, X radius. The point 0ab is a point common to a and b, and its linear velocity 
	\Vill be wc XOacoab• the direction being of course perpendicular to the radius, i.e., perpendicular to the liKnowing the linear velocity of O ab we can find the angular velocity of b, which must of course be 
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	b divides the distance 
	In other words, the virtual centre O 
	a

	versely in the proportion of the angular velocities of band a with regard to c. From this important result it follows that if the angular velocity ratio for the bodies a and amust be a fixed point, in which case its path on each of the bodies a and b must be a circle. Uniform angular velocity ratio will then involve the rolling together of circular centrodes. 
	0
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	bis to be constant, 0
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	If we desire to find the angular velocity of a with regardto b (that of b with regard to c being known) we have only to suppose b fixed, and it follows that 
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	64. Wheel-gearing.-It may be noticed that if we form a and b in the shape of their centrodes we get a means of connecting two shafts (fixed to these bodies) with uniform angular velocity ratio, and the angular velocities, as we have just seen, will be in the ratio of the radii of the circular cenb' supposing that these centrodes roll together
	trodes r and i 

	O
	without slipping. 
	Thus in Fig. 124 we should have 
	Wac b
	QR 
	r

	= 
	w=PR ra 
	bc 

	Figure
	FIG. 124. 
	Such kinematic chains, used for the purpose of trans
	-

	mitting motion from one shaft to another with any desired uniform or variable velocity ratio, are known as wheeltrains or gear-trains; the shafts, as we shall see in a later chapter, need not be parallel, but may intersect or even maynot meet at all, the gearing being arranged to suit these conditions. 
	It is sometimes possible to use the actual forms of the centrodes (or, more strictly speaking, axodes) as the shapes of the gear-wheels. For example, the centrodes of the short links of an anti-parallel crank-chain might be replaced by elliptical gear-wheels, as we have already seen in § 57, and if these wheels rolled together without slipping, the shafts attached to them would at every instant have the same velocity ratio as the short links of the original chain. In the same way we can design many other fo
	Wheels having such forms that their outlines are their own centrodes (or, more correctly, their surfaces are their own axodes), take a great variety of forms. It will be sufficient to notice here only cases in which the axes of rotation are parallel, and the planes of motion of the wheels therefore coincide. The elliptical wheels already mentioned afford one example, but other forms, usually termed lobed wheels, are occasionally met with. In every instance the point of 
	contact of the centrodes, i.e., the virtual centre of one wheel with regard to the other, must lie somewhere on the line of wheel centres. In a pair of lobed wheels, the difference between the greatest and least radii of the centrodes is called the inequality; in elliptical wheels the inequality is equal to the focal distance of either ellipse. Properly shaped lobed wheels working together have the same inequality. Thus in Fig. 12s the difference of PA and PB, the greatest 
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	and least radii of the three-lobed wheel a, must be the same as QD -QC, the inequality of the two-lobed wheel b with which a gears. Further, the outlines of the wheels must be such that in every position of contact the point R lies someŁ where on the line PQ, for if this were not so R could not be the virtual centre of a with regard to b. 
	In practice lobed vvheels find only a very limited application, and the reader is referred to other works for information as to the shape to be adopted in any particular case.* 
	-
	-
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	-··-

	* See Rankine's Machinery and Millwork, p. 97 ; MacCord, 
	* See Rankine's Machinery and Millwork, p. 97 ; MacCord, 
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	65. Spur-wheels. -\Vheel-gearing is most frequently employed to connect t,vo shafts whose axes are parallel and \Yhose angular velocities are in a constant ratio. It is sometimes sufficient to use friction gearing (in the form of smooth or grooved circular rollers), but gearing of the kind now to be discussed is in general provided with teeth lying parallel to the axes of the ,vheels, and is known as spurgearing. The circular centrodes are called the pitch circles of the wheels, for it is around their cir
	Let a and b (Fig. 126) be portions of two spur-wheels gearing together ,vith uniform velocity ratio. c is the fixed 
	Figure
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	link of the chain, and P and Q are Oac and Obc respectively. The point R( = 0ab) is the point of contact of the centrodes or pitch-circles and is called the pitch-point. 
	Let S be the point at which the profile of the tooth formed on a is in contact with the profile of the tooth formed on b. Let SR be the common normal to the tooth profiles at S, the point of contact. At the instant considered, V, the velocity of S resolved along SR, must be the same whether we con
	-
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	sider 5 as a point on a or as a point on b. The actual motion of 5 (as a point on a) is that due to a velocity 1/ in a direction at right angles to PS. Similarly the actual velocity of 5 (as a point in b) must be V, at right angles to QS. It is plain that if contact is to be maintained at 5 during the instant considered, Vand Vmust have the 
	0
	b
	b 

	O 
	same component V along the common normal to the two surfaces at 5. We may in fact regard Vas the resultant
	O
	of two velocities, V along the normal and v perpendicularto it; similarly Vis the resultant of V and v. 
	b 
	O 
	b

	Evidently v-vmeasures the speed at which the surface of b is sliding relatively to that of a; one object in a well-designed gear should be to make this sliding motion as small as possible, so as to minimize wear. 
	1, 
	0 

	The angular velocity of a is measured by the ratio is• 
	which from the figure is seen to be equal to , \.vhere 
	Łe

	1
	PJi.1 is the length of the perpendicular dropped from P on 
	RS. In the same way ;measures the angular velocity
	N 
	ofb,and 
	w"c V V Q]V QR 
	wc = PJ1 + QN = P .. ,1 =PR' 
	/,

	which is constant if Risa fixed point in the line PQ. 
	"\Ve thus see that for uniform velocity ratio the forms of teeth must be such that the common normal at the point of contact always passes through a fixed pitch-point, R, which divides the line of centres in the inverse ratio of the ab· This important result has already been obtained in a more general manner in 63. 
	angular velocities, and is in fact O 
	§

	Two kinds of curves at once suggest themselves as being suitable for wheel-teeth profiles, because their normals are easily found. These are involutes of circles and the vari
	Two kinds of curves at once suggest themselves as being suitable for wheel-teeth profiles, because their normals are easily found. These are involutes of circles and the vari
	-

	ous cycloidal curves produced by rolling one circle, attached to which is a describing point, inside or outside the circurnference of another base-circle. In the case of a rack, which may of course be looked upon as a wheel of infinitely largediameter, the base-circle is replaced by a straight line. 

	66. Involute Teeth.-Taking first the case of involute teeth, let AR and BR (Fig. 127) be the pitch-circles of a 
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	and b, a pair of wheels to be geared together with un1torm velocity ratio. R is the pitch-point. Now let JJ,fS and TN be a pair of circles concentric with the pitch-circles, and let 
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	Draw MN, the common tangent to lv!S and TN ; evidently1\l!N passes through R. Next suppose that l'v!N represents a flexible string wrapped round the circles MS and TN and kept stretched between them. The desired velocity ratio 
	(represented by the fraction jŁ) will correspond to the 
	\
	\
	\
	\
	\ 

	rolling of BR on AR, and also to the relative movement f 
	J/S and TN, if connected by the string MN. Consider 
	any point such as L, supposed to be fixed on the string. 
	As the string unwraps from a, L will describe the curve SL 
	on the wheel a, and SL will be an involute of the base-circle 
	lv!S. imilarly, while the string is wrapping on to T1V 
	S

	the point L will describe on the wheel b the involute LT of 
	the base-circle T1V. It is plain that the curves LT and LS 
	must always touch at some point, L, on the line 11,,fN, which 
	line is thus seen to be the path of the point of contact. Again, 
	it is a property of the involute of a circle that the tangent, 
	L!.V, drawn to the base-circle from any point Lon the curve, 
	is a normal to the curve at that point. The line 1'1. 1V is thus 
	in every position of the wheels the common normal at the 
	point of contact of the curves SL and LT, and it passes 
	through the fixed pitch-point R. The condition for uniform 
	velocity ratio is thus fulfilled, and if the teeth on a and b 
	have their profiles formed on the curves SL, LT, they will 
	work correctly together. The same curves would work 
	together if the distance PQ were increased or diminished, 
	for the common tangent MN would still divide PQ in the 
	same ratio, and would still be the common normal at the 
	point of contact. 
	In order to complete the outlines of the wheels the num
	bers of teeth must be decided. Evidently the. length of tooth measured radially cannot be greater than UV, and must in practice be somewhat less. Further, in order that · the ,vheels may work properly, a second pair of profiles must be commencing contact when the first pair cease to touch ; in actual gearing at least two pairs of teeth are al,vays in contact. This means that supposing the tooth profiles SL, LT are just ceasing to touch near N, a second pair must be touching at R, and a third pair preparing 
	face of the next. This distance, measured along the pitchcircle, is called the pitch, and the number of teeth on the wheel must be equal to the fraction (circumference of pitchcircle +pitch). The pitch must plainly be the same for every wheel of a set gearing together, and we thus see that the numbers of teeth of wheels gearing together are proportional to the circumferences, or to the diameters, of their pitch-circles, c1,nd hence are inversely as their angular Yelocities. 
	The chief practical objection to the use of involute teeth is that the pressure between them acts obliquely along the line 'Jl.1lV, instead of acting along a line perpendicular to(_;,·. It is not possible to make involute wheels of only a few teeth without inŁreasing this obliquity to an undesirable extent. 
	67. Cycloidal Teeth.-Cycloidal curves have the geometrical property that the normal to the curve at any point passes through the point of contact of the describing circle with the circle or straight line on which it is rolling. In 128 let AR and BR represent the pitch-circles of a pair of wheels which are to have cycloidal teeth, P and Q being the centres of the wheels. As the pitch-circles roll together during the motion of the wheels, imagine that a third circle, G,R, pivoted at 1v!, can roll in contact 
	Fig. 
	-
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	tion in which L is moving at any instant relatively to the line of centres PQ, must be at right angles to the straight line LR, or, in other words, LR is the normal to the curves TL and SL at the point L. These cycloidal curves there
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	FIG. 128. 
	fore fulfil the condition for uniform velocity ratio of the two wheels, and this fact does not depend on the size of the describing circle CR. 
	The length and pitch of the teeth must be such that at least two pairs are always in contact, and the teeth are spaced out Łlong the pitch-line exactly in the way described for involute teeth. Notice that the path of the point of contact for cycloidal teeth is an arc of the describing circle (arc LR in Fig. 128). 
	Cycloidal teeth in practice are almost invariably drawn 129 shows a pair i, and just ceasing to touch at L2• The curves LTand 
	by the use of two describing circles. Fig. 
	of cycloidal teeth profiles just commencing contact at L
	1
	L
	1
	5
	1

	1 
	are described by the circle CR, while LTand IJSare
	1

	22 22 
	dra\vn by a describing point on CŁ. Note that the whole path of the point of contact is LRL• In the case of a 
	2

	1
	single pair of wheels the circles CR and CR need not be
	12
	of the same diameter, but if a set of wheels is to be made, any wheel of which is to gear with any other, the wheels must not only have teeth of the same pitch, but these teeth 
	Figure
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	(if cycloidal) must all be drawn with describing circles of the same diameter. 
	Involute and cycloidal curves are, of course, not the only ones that can be chosen for the purpose of giving unifom1 velocity ratio. They are, ho,vever, easily drawn, and for this reason are generally used. 
	We might have chosen arbitrarily a form for the teeth 
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	of one wheel, and then, having given the centrodes (pitchcircles), we might have determined the proper form for the teeth of the second '"'·heel by the method of§ 62. In some cases this would give a form impossible for constructive reasons, although correct so far as relative velocity is concerned. For instruction as to the design and proportion of wheel-teeth the reader should consult Unwin's '' �Iachine Design,e'' Vol. I, chapter X, or other works on the 
	same subject. 
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